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. THE ,~LECTROMAGNETIC LEVIT ATION OF MET ALS*t· 

PeterR .. Rony 

, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and·Departm.ent of Chem.ical Engineering 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 7, 1964 

ABSTRACT 

A variety of subjects connected with the electrom.agnetic levitation of 

m.etals is considered. A com.plete .theoretical description of the phenom.enon 

is given, leading to the basic equations for the lifting force and power input 

for am.etaJ sphere levitated in an inhom.ogeneous sinusoidally alternating 

m.agnetic .field, 

where 

-F 3 G(x) (13.\1)13 
W= - 2 PIJ-

O 

P = 3'TTR H~X) (B, B) , 
a IJ-o 

P, a, IJ-, and.R are the m.etal density; electrical conductivity, perm.eability, 

and radius, respectively, B is the m.agnetic-field strength, \1 is the vector 

del operator, . and w is. the radian frequency of the m.agnetic field. 

Both.theforce and power cannot be sim.ultaneously controlled with the 

current-control knob of an induction heater. The suspendedm.etal is suitably 

controlled either by operating .at lower frequencies and supplying additional 

heat with an electron beam., plasm.a-arctorch, high-frequency induction 

heater, or reflection furnace, or by operating .at high frequencies and em.ploy-

ing high-therrnal- conductivity gases such as hydrogen and helium. to cool the m.etal. 
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Values indicating the eas e of levitation of 1-cm- radius spheres of 

more than 50 different metals at 0 0 C and at their respective melting' points 

are given. When frequencies in the 10,to 100 kc/sec range .are used. the 

density of the metal chiefly determines the ease of levitation. Refractory. 

semiconducting. or dielectric materials can be levitated either by heating 

. them to high temperatures to decrease their electrical resistivity or by 

coating a light and inert metal of high melting point with the material tobe 

studied, ' 

Liquid sodium surrounded by a mineral oil of almost identical density 

can be used to study the magnetic-field distribution of levitation coils. Liquid 

mercury cari .be used to determine the ability of levitationc·oils to suspend 

high-temperature liquid metals , 

Although the use of this technique with large commercial quantities of 

liquid metals appears discouraging, the levitation of long rods or plane sheets 

of liquid metals does appear to be feasible. provided that these. configurations 

are not dynamically uJ;lstable. 
I 

More attention should be given to the improvement ·of commercial 

levitation equipment through the use of variC!,ble frequencies. solid-state cir-

cuits, and high-permeability magnetic core materials with low losses. The 

ideal levitation power supply would have a variq.ble frequency for the range 

of 500 cps to 50 kc/sec, a decade capacitor bank. and the capability of pro-

.,.J 

ducing a square or sine-wave alternating magnetic field up to several kilogauss M 

3 . 
over a 75 cm volume. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Levitation, the phenomenon of suspending a dense object without sup-

port, .. was .first confirmed both theoretically and . experimentally for metals in 

the liquid and solid states . by the Westinghouse group of Okress, .. Wroughton, 

Comenetz, Brace, and Kelly early in 1950, in the succeeding. decade, the 

use of this technique has spread.to numerous Ci.reas .of metallurgy, . Two 

1 0 0 1 0 f h bOll 01 bl 1, 2 d eVltatlon me tIng. urnaces ave ecome commerCla yaval a e an 

other induction.heaters have been adapted for such work. 3,4 Demonstrated 

applications have included alloy preparation, 1, 5, 6 metal purification; 7 

vapor plating, 8 sintering~ 9 determination of liquid-metal densities andemis-

o 0 0 6, 10, 11 h 0 hOI dO f t 1 to 12, 13 t 1 slvltles, p ySlCOC emlca stu les 0 gas-me a reac lons, me .a 

10 6 0 0 h 14, 15 d 11 th d 0 16 supercoo lng, vaporlzatIon p enomena, anCi. oy ermo ynamlcs, 

Despite such advances, the levitation of liquid metals has often, been, con-

sidered.tobe an art. Furthermore, the technique itself has never fulfilled 

.its optimistically stated earlier promise, "the .full~scale l commercial] pro-

duction· .. lof] quantities of the world i s purest metals and someo! its finest 

5 
alloys. " 

The driving force for this study is. the great potential of electromagnetic 

levitation of metals as a tool invCi.cuummetallurgy, provided i~s assets and 

limitations are properly understood and appreciated, Since the metallurgist 

should .have more than a casual knowledge of electromagnetic theory as applied 

to metal levitation" the derivation of the fundamental levita,tionequations is 

given in full detail in.the appendix. In Sec. II it is shown that the fundamental 

equations are valida,nddo allow the quantitative pr.ediction of the lifting force 

on and the power input to a levitated metal sample. Section III discusses the 

implications of thes e equations andSecs. IV and V point to future directions 

. for both, research on and practical applications of this technique. 
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The s'yrnbols used in this paper are defined in a section (Notations) that 

follows the Appendix. 

II. THEOR. Y OF ELECT ROMAGNETIC LEVITATION OF SOLID METALS 

A. Eddy Currents and Skin Depth 

The study of ele'ctrornagnetic levitation is simply the determination of 

the forces that time -varying magnetic fields exert on any conducting material. 

This conducting material may be a metal, a semiconductor or insulator that 

has been heated to a high temperature to increase its electrical conductivity, 

a gaseous plasma, an electrolytic solution, or a molten electrolyte. The 

latter two systems usually do not have electrical conductivities high enough 

for the fields to have much of an effect. 

What happens when a conductingm.aterial is placed in a time-varying 

magnetic field? To answer this question, consider a homogeneous metal 

sphere of electrical conduc:t:ivity (J, magnetic permeability fJ., and radius R 

surrounded by a vacuum in which there exists a uniform z-dire.cted sinusoidally 

alternating magnetic field of frequency w, as shown in Fig. 1. The application 

17 18 
of Maxwell's equations and the proper boundary conditions to this system ' 

shows that sinusoidally alternating ~ircular currents, all of the same frequency, 

are induced in the metal sphere. These currents, commonly called eddy cur-

rents, - are illustrat.ed in Fig. 2. They have a maximum value at the equator 

'Y(.' 

of the sphere but vanish at the poles. Their magnitude, phase, and the extent '1\ 

to which they penetrate into the metal sphere depend upon (J, fJ-, R, and the 

frequency an4 magnitude of the applied magnetic field. 

For a quick estimate of the effect of an alternating magnetic field on 

-a metal, it is convenient to define a quantity called the skin depth, which is 

gi ven by the formula 



:", 
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MUB-3033 

Fig. 1. Homogeneous metal sphere of electrical conductivity a. 
permeability Ii. and radius R in a uniform z-directed 
sinusoidally alternating magnetic field. 
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MUB-3015 

Fig. 2. Eddy currents induced in the metal sphere. 
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i -1/2 [) = (7w jJ.<1) . • . (1) 

This. quantity appears quite naturally in solutions describing eddy currents 

derived from the appropriate Maxwell equations. As the skin depth is anim-

I portant parameter, several conclusions can be made from a knowledge .of its 

value a1on~. 

In levitation and induction-heating applications • the effect of the eddy 

currents .induced.in the conductor is deliberately maximized. For other appli-

cations, such as in transformers, the presence of eddy currents constitutes 

a power loss and is thus quite undesirC!,b1e; in such cases, the iron core is 

broken into thininsulCi.ted layers .to minimize the effect of these currents. If 

the frequencies are so large that even this solutionis unsatisfactory" high-

permeability low-conductivity materials known as ferrites C!,re used for the 

transformer cores. 

There is an'other fundCl.menta1 distinction .between levitation and in-

ductionheating. In levitation, two variables must be controlled: the force on 

the metal sample and the power input to the metal. In induction heating, only 

the power input to the workpiece must be controlled. Whereas one knob on 

the induction heater, the current-control knob, suffices for induction-heating 

applications. it is not sufficient for levitation work. This point will be con-

sidered in a later section. 

Physically. the skin depth is that surface thickness of a conductor 

whose dc resistance is equivalent to the total ac resistance. This deflnition, 

involving the resistance of a fictitious surface layer, is somewhat after-the-

fact. It hasbeen~£ound.to be a convenient descrpiton for an otherwise obscure 

collection of parameters. 
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,The skin dep~his also commonly defined as that depth .below the sur-

face of a conductor at which,the current density or magnetic field. has .de-

c'reasedto tie. or 37%, of its . value at the surface ,(Fig. 3). Beyond about 

three or. four skin depths into the conductor, these two, quantities have essen- . 

tially disappearecLAt high frequencies, neither an alternating magnetic field 

nor the induced eddy currents, exist in,theinterior of a conductingmateri~l. 

. The induced eddy currents. reach a limiting value and" by any, reason~ble . . 

description, can,.be considered as surface .currents, which explains the use 

of hollow metals for c~rrying,high-frequency currents .. The interior met~l 

,region,is essenti~lly superfluous and can,be easily removed to conserve 

costly metal and ,to permit cooling by a. circul~tingJluid such as water. 

Once the concept of eddy currents. has ,been grasped,. the difference 

between levitation and! induction heating can be und~r.stood.ln.levitation, ad

vantage is, taken of the force of repulsionbetwe~ntheinduced, eddy/6urrents 
I 

.and the time-varying current in the conductors producing the magnetic field, 

. or, alternatively, the force of repulsion:between the applied and eddy-current 
. , 

alternating magnetic fields. 1'hedissipation of energy inside the (~onducting 

material occurs simultaneously,. but this can be controlled generallybyop-

,erating.at the correct frequency. In induction heating, the importance of these 

physical effects is, reversed and advantage is mainly t~kenof the heat dissipated 

by the eddy currents. By operating ,at high frequencies andmodclratefield 

strengths, a conducting ,material can,be ,heated but not levitated. Thus, the 

two effects" force and ,heating, are somewhat independent of each other .. ,For 

best. results, one or the other should be maximized for a particul~r applica-

tion. 

,/,-' 
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Fig. 3. Skin depth for semi-infinite plane conductor. 
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B ... Fundamental Levitation Equations 

The system shown in Fig. i,. ametal sphere of conductivity (J, per-

me ability fl., and radius R located in a uniform unidirectional alternating mag

i9 netic field of frequencyw, is precisely the one suggested by ~. C. Mason and 

first used by Okress et a,l. i9 to develop the fundamental equations of levitation 

theory. The detailed mathematical derivation is included in. the appendix. The 

fundament~l result of the calculations is that the metal sphere behaves exactly 

as an idealized magnetic dipole loop. For every metal sphere located in a 

- -uniform alternating magnetic field Q B a magnetic dipole moment M can be 

rigorously defined. The equivalence of the magnetic-field .distributions for an 

idealized magnetic-dipole loop and a metal sphere with induced eddy, currents -.is illustrated in. Fig. 4. Asa consequence of this. result, the total force F 

acting on a rigid metal sphere is given by the relatively simple formula 

- - -F = (M . 'V)B , (2) 

where \( is .the vector del operator, which in cylindrical coordinates. is de-

fined as 

An import~nt simplification is made iIi deriving formula (2). This has 

been best stated by Okress et al.,19 l1If now the sphere is set into anon-uniform 

alternating field, then to a first approximation the force may be calculated by 

replacing the sphere by the dipole that would,be produced by a fictitious uniform 

alternating field having everywhere the value the given non-uniform field has 

at the center of the sphere. The actual non-uniform field would exert a force 

upon this dipole. II If this simplification could .not be made, the calculation of 

the total force upon the metal sphere would be prohibitively difficult. 

.• ~ 
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Fig. 4. Lines of force for (a) a metal sphere with induced 
eddy currents and (b) a magnetic dipole. 
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The .complete equations for the force-to-weight ratio for the metal sphere 

and the power absorbed by it, as given in the appendix, are 

-- F 3 G(x) (B. \7):8 . 
W = - 2 Pf.l

O 

P= 3nRH(x) 
2 

a f.lO 
- -(B . B), 

(3) 

(4) 

where. the parameter x is defined as the ratio of the metal sphere radius to 

the skin depth 

R 
x = '""6 

and G(x) andH(x) a;re specified functions of this quantity, 

(5) 

The approximation used in deriving these equations is most valid for 

extremely small spheres and relatively small magnetic -field gradients. 

Okres s et aL, however, have experimentally demonstrated that the theoretical 

result given in Eq.(3) is valid toa high degree of accuracy for i-in .. brass 

balls suspended.in 4.85-in, copper coils using 600 amperes at 9,6 kc/sec and 

a Jolly balance, 19 Their findings are verified by the coincidence of their 

. theoretical and experimental curves. for the coil configurations shown in 

Figs, 5, 6, and 7. Theoretical calculations were not made for the configuration 

shown in Fig. 8. Since levitation calculations do not demand three or four-

figure accuracy, the above-equations are more than sufficient for most cases. 

Formulas (3) and (4) can be rewritten in the following manner 

Fo~ce = (COil- ge~metry). (skin-d.epth) (rms. m~gnetic-field-' (density) ~n 
Welght funchon . functlOn strength factor) factor (6) 

Power =(coil-ge~metry)(skin-~ePth)(rms magnetic-field-\ (conductivity) Rm~ (7) 

functlOn \ JunctlOn strength factor) factor 
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Fig. 5. Lifting force on a solid metal sphere exerted by 
alternating magnetic field of a single circular loop 
along its axis. 
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Fig. 6. Lifting force on a solid metal sphere exerted by alternating 
magnetic field of two coaxial circular loops (with current di
rections opposed as shown) along their common axis. 
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Fig. 7. Lifting force on a solid ITletal sphere exerted by alternating 
ITlagnetic field of two coaxial circular loops (with current di
rections the saITle as shown) along their COITlITlon axis. 
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Fig. 8. Lifting force on a solid metal sphere exerted by alternating 
magnetic field of two coaxial circular loops (with current di
rections opposed as shown) along a loop radius projected onto 

'plane midway between planes of the loops. 
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where nand m are specified integral powers of the sphere. radius .R. The 

significance of.this type of formulation is.that both the force and power equa-

, tions can be divided into two independent and s eparable multiplicative, functions, 

one relating to the geometry of the .field distribution and the other relating to 

the value of the skin deptho These functions are different in the force and 

power equations, a result that has important consequences for the practical 

application of levitationo 

Co Definition of G{x), H(x), andF{x) 

The skin-depth functions, G(x) and H(x), can be immediately discussed 

without reference to any particular field distribution or intensity. ,These are 

the two basic functions of levitation theory . For purposes of discussion, it 'is 

convenient to define their ratio. 

(8) 

F(x) is a measure of the effect of the skin depth on the force-to-power ratio 

for the sphere. 

In Figso 9 through 13, the quantities G(x), H(x), and,F(x) are plotted 

for both low and high values of x. The correct formulas for these functions 

for nonferrous metals are 

G(x) 

H(x) 

F{x) 

1 -
3 sinh2x - sin2x 

= 2x cosh2x - cos 2x (9) 

x(sinh2x + sin2x) = cosh2x - cos 2x 
1 ( 10) 

= 2x(cosh2x - cos 2x) - 3 (sinh2x - sin2x) 

2x2 (sinh2x + sin2x) - 2x(cosh2x - cos 2x) 
( 11) 
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Fig. 9. G(x) and H{x) plotted as a function of x (low values of x). 
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Fig. 10. G(x) plotted as a function of x (high values of x), where 

G(x) = l' _ ~ sinh2x - sin2x 
2x cosh2x - cos2x . 

, 
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2 4 6 8 10 12 

MU8-3036 

Fig. 11. H(x) plotted as a function of x (high values of x), 
where 

H(x) = x(sinh2x + sin2x) _ 1 
cosh2x - cos 2x . 

, 
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Fig. 12. F{x) plotted as a function of x (low values of x). 
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Fig. 13. F(x) plotted as a function of x (high values of x), 
where 

F( ) = G(x) 
x H(x) 
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In the limit of large x, x ~. 2, they reduce to 

G(x) :::: 1 -
3 

H(x) :::: x - t 

2x - 3 
F(x) :::: 2x(x-1) 

For low values of x, they are given by the approximate formulas 

4 
G(x) :::: 0.025 x 

"where .x= 1 . 

4 
H(x) :::: 0.091 x 

F{x) :::: 0.28 , 

UCRL-11411 

(12) . 

(13 ) 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Equations (1) and (5) show that the parameter x is proportional to the 

square root of the frequency. Thus, the higher the frequency, the larger the 

value of x. 
; 

In the limit as x becomes very large, the force function G(x) 

approaches 1.000 at relatively low values of x, whereas the heating function 

H(x) increases essentially without bound. For metals of moderate electrical 

conductivity, no significant increase in the levitation force results by operation 

at very high frequencies. At these very high frequencies, however, the energy 

absorbed by the sphere becomes so large that the sample melts and may even 

'Uburn up. Ii Because of this, the use of high frequencies is ideal for induction-

heating applications. Figures 12 and 13 show that the ratio of the force and 

heating functions, F(x), is relatively constant for low values of x. From these 

observations, the following two conclusions can be made: 

a. All other conditions of field geometry and magnitude being the same, 

if it is desired to levitate a metal but not to heat it, "low" frequencies and high 

field strengths and gradients should be used. 
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b. Alternatively,. if only heating .is desired, m.oderate field strengths 

and high to very high frequencies should.be used. 

These conclusions define quite explicitly the useful operating regions 

for levitation and induction heating,. respectively. The im.portance of fre-

quency in,such applications is certainly apparent from. the above considerations. 

The exact value of the 1B1ow" frequency to be used depends com.pletely on the 

nature of the m.etal, the m.agnitudeof the radius, and the operatingtem.pera-

ture desired (see .Charts 6 and 12) .. For a 1-cm. radius sphere of liquid.m.er-

curyat 20°C, the frequency should,.beabout 40 kc/sec. 

D. Effect of Coil Geom.etry 

To dem.onstratehow the coil geom.etry affects the levitation experi

m.ent, consider a.m.etal sphere levitated in a field produced by two coaxial 

loops, separated by a.distance 2d, in.whichopposed alternating currents . are 

:present (Fig. 14). From. sim.ple m.agnetostatic considerations such as those 

gi venby Sm.ythe 17 orVanBladel~ 18the rand z com.ponents of the field are 

B 
r 

B z 

J.Lo 
= ~ zI + B z II = ~ 

1 

.[- K + . II 

2 2 
1+p +Yn 

2 2 
(1- p) +Yn 

hI ] 
(1 2 )3/2 

+Yn 

( 18) 

( 19) 

where K and E are com.plete elliptic integrals of the .first and second. kinds 

of the m.oduli 

'-
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. MUB-3022 

Fig. 14. Metal sphere levitated at point P between two 
coaxial loops with opposed current directions. 
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and 

II and III are the cur;rents in coils I and II, respectively, ~ndp, y!'. andYII 

are ·defined as 

. z+d 
YI = R1 

When z. = 0, the following simplifications appear: 

d 
y=-y =y=

I II R1 

(20) 

Also,. if the alternating currents in coils I and II a,re opposed to each .other, 

With these simplifications, the expressions for the field and field gradients in 

the z and r directions become 

8B
zII =2 -..---8z 

[- 2 2 
K + 1+p +y 

2 2 
(1-p) +y 

(21 ) 

(22) 

(23) 
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(24) 

Therefore, in the z direction the gradients are additive and the fields tend to 

cancel each other. In the r direction, both the fields and the field gradients 

are additive. The origin is taken at a point on the axis midway between the 

two coils, .sb"t:ht'J'; above considerations result directly from the symmetry of 

the system. 

According to Eqs. (3) and (4), the levitation force on a metal sphere 

is proportional to the product of the field and field gradient, and the power is 

proportional to the square of the field intensity. Thus,. there is a greater 

force and a greater rate of heating acting on the m~tal sphere when the axis 

of the two coilsis horizontal instead of vertical. The first of these conclusions 

has been verified experimentally by Okress et al. 19 A comparison of their 

data, shown in Figs. 6 and 8, demonstrates that the maximum force on the 

i-in. bronze ball is approximately 3.5 times greater when the axis of the two-

coil system is horizontal than when it is vertical. 

In practice, the coil turns have a finite thickness and the above formulas 

do not strictly apply. Fortunately, a very thorough analysis of this particular 

point as well as the geometrical design ,and characteristics of commonly used 

20 
levitation coils has.been.given by Hulsey. 
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III. APPLICATION OF THE LEVITATION EQUATIONS 

A. SiIllplified Levitation, Equations 

Equations (3) and (4) can be siIllplified along the lines of Eqs. (6) and 

(7), 

F = ~ B2 G(x) 
W 1 p 

(25) 

(26) 

where >"1 and ~2 depend on the spatial characteristics of the Illagnetic field, 

the size of the levitated sphere. and the point in the field at which it is levitated, 

and B2 is defined by 

(27) 

For the coil systeIll shown in Fig. 13 and considered in Sec. II. D. , the 'values 

of the paraIlleters ~1 and~2 are 

~1 = J [-( 1-+-;""'-~"""5/""'2"- YII ] - . 2 5/2(28) 
( 1+Yn) 

For a particular rPetal sphere levitated at constant teIllperature at 

various points in a given magnetic-field,only the values of~1' ~2' and ,B 

are needed to describe the relative behavior at the different points. For 

spheres of identical size but different rnetals located in the same magnetic 

field and levitated at the same point, only the values of p, (1. x, and Bare 

(29) 

needed to describe t1;le relative,behavior of the different metals. These two 

cases are considered in Secs. III, B and III. C. 
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B. Typical Levitation Experiment 

The current in the coils producing.a given magnetic-field distribution 

and intensity usually is controlled by one knob, the current-control knob on 

the induction heater. With this one knob, attempts are made to control both 

the force on and the heating of a .metal sphere levitated by the field. The fre-

quent failure to achieve this control has been one of the chronic deficiencies 

of levitation heating. It is therefore worthwhile to discuss the pitfalls inherent 

in such an attempt. 

Consider the case of a.metal sphere levitated in a vacuum at point a 

by a given magnetic-field distri1:mtion and intensity, as illustrated in Figs. 

15 and 16. Since the sphere is exactly levitated, 

Force = Weight. 

From Eqs. (25) and (26), the force and power are· 

p =.}.. B2 H(x) 
a 2a a a 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

What happens when the induction-heater current is (a) increased, (b) decreased, 

and (c) left unchanged? 

When the current in the loops is increased, the metal sphere is lifted 

to a new point b in the field. Equations (25) and (26) are now 

P -}.. B2 H(x) 
b - 2b b a 

(33 ) 

(34) 

where Bb > Ba and}..1b <}..1a' With the field distributions used in typical 

levitation applications, it is usually observed that 

(35 ) 
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Fig. 15. Location of points a, b, and c in the coaxial-loop 
levitation system. 
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Fig. 16. Schematic plots of Band BV'B along the common 
axis for two coaxial circular loops with opposed cur
rent directions. 
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current, - .. - increased coil current. 
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with the result that the power actually decreases 

(36) 

causing the metal to decrease in temperature despite the increase in coil cur.., 

rent. 'This phenomenon is illustrated in graphical form in Fig. ·15. 

When the current is decreased, the force on the metal is diminished 

and it drops to a lower point c in the field. Now the relationships are 

~ B2 G(x) = 1. (37) 
1c c p 

B <B c a 

p > P 
c a 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Thus, despite the decreas e in coil current, the temperature of the metal in-

creases. 

Finally 9 if the current is left unchanged and if the metal is levitated in 

a vacuum environment, it gradually increases in temperature due to the energy 

being absorbed. As it increases in temperature, the metal resistivity also in-

creases, with the result that G(x), and consequently the force, decreases, The 

metal drops to lower positions in the coihfield distribution where the power. 

absorption is greater. The value of x, and consequently the force, continues 

to decrease until either thermal steady state is reached or else the metal falls 
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or pours out of the magnetic-field region. In vacuums, the latter usually 

occurs. In the presence of gases of high thermal conductivity (such as helium 

and hydrogen), thermal steady state can be achieved and the metal can be rnain

tainedat any reasonable temperature in the solid or liquid states. 11, 21 

The conclusion that can be derived from the above description of a 

typical levitation experiment is 

FOR LONG DURATIONS,. THE FORCE ON AND THE TEMPERATURE 
OF A METAL LEVITATED IN A VACUUM CANNOT BE SIMULTA

NEOUSLY CONTROLLED WITH ONLY THE CURRENT-CONTROL KNOB 
ON THE INDUCTION HEATER.· 

The restriction Ullong duration" in this conct~sion must be emphasized. 

Because of the fortuitous design of a levitation coil, the use of srnall samples, 

the choice of metal, or the us e of low frequencies, it is pos sible to levitate 

certain solid and liquid metals as long as 20 or 30 min ina vacuum. The 

procedures for achieving such stability have not been completely elucidated, 

so this area of levitation can still be considered an art. 

For achieving the long-duration levitation of metals at a specifically 

chosen temperqture, the only alternatives are 

a. Levitate at high frequencies, but have a. separate method of 

cooling the nletal sphere and establishing thermal steady-state conditions. An 

example is the use of gases of high thermal conductivity. 

b. Levitate at Bilow" frequencies, but have a separate method of 

heating the metal sphere and establishing thermal steady-state conditions. An 

example is the use of an arc, electron beam, orsrnall high-frequency induc-

tion-heating coiL 

In both of these alternatives, independent controls on the levitation force and 

the metal temperature are achieved. This is the basic requirement for a 

satisfactory levitation system. For levitation experiments in a vacuum, 

/ 
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only, the second alternative ,is available. It will be shown in Sec. III. C that 

individual metals vary in their energy-absorption properties. Thus, the 

applicability and usefulness of the above alternatives depend entirely on the 

metal levitated. 

For applications such as alloy preparation, sintering, vapor plating, 

and metal purification,. the necessity for long ,duration levita.tion of the .metal 

sample is not so great. This fact is the .basis ,for the usefulness of the existing 

commercial levitation units. 

C. Levitation ,of Different Metals 

Along with the use of onlyoneknob,to control both the. force on and the 

heating of a metal sample, only one fixed frequency, 450,kc/sec, is used in 

commerciallevitati'on devices to hopefully levitate different sizes and shapes 

of some &0 different metals a.nd countless ,more alloys. The va.ryinglevitation 

beha.vior of the different metals tried and the inability to compensate for this 

. variation has been another one of the m,ajor deficiencies. of the levitation 

heating technique. In addition, although considerable attention has been given 

to the, design and construction of levitation coils, no systematic attempt has 

been made to calculate the relative eas e of levitation of diffe rent metals. It 

is, thus worthwhile, to inquire into the limitations on the, types of metaJs or 

semiconductors that can be levitated and the usefulness of operating .at fre

quencies other tha.n 450 kc/sec. 

Consider the case of spheres of different metals with identical radii R 

levitated at the sa,me point in the same magnetic-field ,distribution in separate 

experiments. The metals differ from each other only in the values of their 

density and electrical conductivity. Since each sphere is exactly levitated, 

formula (30) 

Force;;:; Weight (30) 
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applies, as do Eqs. (25) and (26) " 

~ B2 G(x) = 1 
.1 P 

(25) 

P = ~ B2 H(x) 
·2 a (26) 

Two distinct cases can now be considered: 

. 1. Operation at a constant skin depth for every metal, and 

2... Operation at constant frequency for every metal. 

Case 1 

In this case'~1'~2' G{x). and H(x) are constant for every metal. A 

suitable value for. the parameter x is 4.0, which corresponds to G(x)=0.625 

and H(x) = 3.00. Solid sodium, one of the easiest metals to levitate, is chosen 

as· a standard. The field needed to levitate it is given by the formula 

I 
i 

The field needed to levitate any other metal, Me,. is given by 

= 

. The power for the different metal spheres is 

P
Me 

where 'T = 1/a 

PNa 'TNa 
F(x) 

PMe 'T Me 
= T - P Na PNa Na 

(41) 

(42) 

(43 ) 

(44) 
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Case 2 

If the metals are levitated at constant frequency, the skin-depth.func-

tions, G(x) andH(x) no longer remain the same for each metal. Now" the 

m.agnetic field needed, to levitate the spheres is 

B2 
PNa = Xi G(xNa) Na 

(45) 

B2 
PMe G(xNa) 2 

= P
N 

G(x
M

) BNa , Me a . e 
(46) 

and the power is 

(47) 

P
Me 

(48) 

At low values of x,the ratio l F(xNalilF(xMe>l may not vary much 

for different metals .. For the levitation of 1-cm-radius spheres of silver, 

sodium, and graphite at 10 kc/sec, 

F(x
Na

) 
F( ) = 0.344 . Xc 

All othe1'," metals fall between these two limits at 10 kc/sec. Thus, the power 

for the metals in both cases can be approximated by Eq. (44). 

The fields needed to levitate the metals differ widely for the two cases. 

The ratio [ G{xN~)] /t G{xMe» for 1='cm spheres of silver • sodium, and 

graphite at fO kc/sec is 

and 
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From Eq. (46), it is seen that at 10 kc/sec exceedingly high fields are needed 

to levitate a 1-crh-radius 'sphere of graphite. At 450 kc/sec, these ratios 

are 

G(x
N

, ) 
; a = 1.43. 

G(x
C

) 

When levitating graphite, there is a definite advantage to operating at this 

frequency instead of 10 kc/sec: The magnetic field strength required at 450 

kc/sec is less by a factor of t;en. 

By calculations such as these, it is possible to determine an optimum 

frequency, or, more correctly, a minimum frequency for the levitation of a 

metal of specified size and electrical conductivity. Operation at frequencies 

considerably greater than this frequency has the following disadvantages: 

1. Coil power los ses are increased. 

2. It is more difficult to obtain high-magnetic -field strengths. 

3. The sample may become excessively heated and difficult to control. 

4. Ferrites and high-permeability laminated-core materials are less 

useful. 

5. It is more difficult to employ repetitively switched solid-state 

power deviCes. 

Operation at frequencies considerably lower than this frequency has the fol-

lowing fundamental disadvantage: Considerably greater magnetic field 

strengths must be used. 

This is the explanation for the distinction linear-optimum frequency" 

given to the frequencies listed for ,1-cm-radius metal spheres in Charts 6 

and 12. Considerations of cost, feasibility ,efficiency, and sample control 

should not substantially alter this choice of frequency . A change of size of 

the metal sphere, byvirtueof Eq.(5), definitely alters it. 
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To demonstrate the pr(i.ctical applications of Eqs. (42), (44), (46), a,nd 

(48), it is convenient to summarize the data and calculations for more than 

50 different elements .by a series of periodic charts, Chart 1 gives the density 

of the elements at 20 ° C, 22 and Char~ 2 gives their electrical resistivities at 

0°C.
23 

The values of the element densities can be used directly inEq. (42) 

to calculate the field ratios. 

Chart 3 lists the product of these two quantities, a result that can be 

used to compute the power ra.tios given in,Eqs. (44) and (48). For the purpose 

of thes e levitation calculations, the difference in the density of the metals be-

tween 0 ° C and 20 ° C is insignificant. 

Chart 4 gives the values of the function, G(x)/p, for 1-cm-radius 

metal spheres in a 10 kc/sec magnetic field. This quantity can be used in 

Eq. (46) to determine the field ratios required to levitate the metals, in com-

parisonwith sodium, at the frequency given. For comparison. Chart 5 gives 

the values of G(x)j p for 1- cm- radius metal spheres levitCl-ted at a constant 

skin depth of 1/4 cm. 

Chart 6 gives a near-optimum value of the frequency for the levitation 

of metal spheres of 1-CIn radius. This frequency is calculated from Eq. (5) 

x = R (~w!J.U) 1/
2 

, (5 ) 

with the assumptions that x = 4.0, ·R = 1 cm. and the densities are those given 

in Chart L 

Cha,rts 7 through 12 give the same set of data.and calculations for the 

liquid or solid elements at either their respective melting points or the tem-

peratures given. If no value of the density of the liquid metal is available, 

the density of the solid at 20°Cis.used. Since the data are less plentiful and 

precise at these temperatures, the quantities given in these charts must be 

used with caution. The dramatic change in the levitation properties of the 

.-
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elements ,at higher temperatures is well illustrated by these charts, even if 

they. are a'ccurate only to within 10 or 20%. 

Figures 17 and 18 correspond to Case 1 in Sec. III.C., summarizing 

. pictorially the data for the levitation ofs.ome common metals at aconsta,nt 

skin depth and rC!.dius. Figures 19 and, 20 correspond to Case 2, levitation at 

a constant frequency, 10 kc/seco Terms not involving W,T, P,. or R have 

been eliminated from Eqs .. (3) and ,(4), leaving 

Force 0:: G(x) 

Force/weight ex: G(x) 
p 

. pT 
. Power ex: F(x) 

(dimensionless) 

(cm
3
/g) 

2 (fJ-O- g/ cm ) . 

This is the explanation for the unusuC!.l units given for the quantities at the 

bottom of the columns. It is apparent that density plays an extremely im-

portant role in levitation phenomena, accounting for the fact that the alkali 

and alk(~.line earth metals , anda,luminum,. are the easiest to levitate. 

Figure 21 can.be conveniently used to determine values of x if (J, v, 

and R are known. 

D. Magnitude of the Magnetic Field 

. 20 
With the sole exception, of Hulsey' s, no measurements have been 

made of the strength of the magnetic field for levitation-coil shapes and 

designs currently used. Even he meas\.lred only the magnetic-field strength 

for a 3-ino -diC!.m standard solenoid. Fortunately, the analytical solutions for 

a circular loop can be used with.good accuracy, and only the diameter,. the 

relative location of each loOp of the multi-turn coil'land the rms current are 

needed. to calculate the rms field strength. 

The minimum field needed to levitate a1/2-cm-diam sphere of a,lurrii-

num or beryllium is about 200 Gauss .. Typical va,lues for coils used,by 
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Chart 6. Values of the frequency calculated from Eq. (5) for solid metal spheres of 
i-ern-radius in a magnetic field with x = 4.0 (kc/see). 
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Chart 7 . Density of the elements at the ITlelting point (g/ em 3). 
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Chart 8. Electrical resistivity of the elements at the melting point or at 
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d S 9 1 20 J ki 21 P 1 1 24, 25 B 1 1 7 Comenetz an . alatka, Hu sey, en ns, 0 onis .et a . , egey et a ., 

26 19 27 
and Weisberg are probably in the 250 to 500 Grange. Okresset a1. ' 

appear to have used as much as 700 G in their experiments. From Hulseyl s 

calculations, typical field gradientsa.re of the order of 50 to 500 G/cm, de-

pending upon the number of turns, . their diameter, and .their spatial distri-

bution, as well as the magnitude of the coil currenL 

The exact magnitude of the field and field gradient nea,r the levitated 

metal depends on its exact position within the magnetic field where it is levi-

tated. Thus, the figures given abov~ must be used. with caution. Nevertheless, 

they do give the correct or!;ier of magnitude for the quantities involved. 

Chart 13 gives the values of the magnetic field required to levitate 

1-cm-radius spheres of the solid metal elements at O°C, as calculated from 

Eq. {49) , 

(49) 

This equation is the result of integrating the magnetic pres sure normal to the 

metal surface over .the .lower 'hemisphere area and then equating the force 

obtained to the total weight of the sphere. The vaiues obtained in Chart 13 

are extremely reasonable .. They are most valid·for conditions in which .the 

skin depth is much less .than the sphere radius, i. e., at high frequencies . 

An ac gauss meter, which reads as much <is 3000 G at frequencies 

28 
up to 30 kclsec, should be of considerable use in determining whether a 

given inhomogeneous magnetic field can levitate a.chosen metal sample. 
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IV . THEORY OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LEVITATION OF LIQUID MET ALS 

All of the previously derived equations do not apply to the case of de-

termining the stability of a nonrigid levitated material such as a liquid metal. 

In such a case, although Eq. (3) gives general guidelines, a more detailed de-

scription of the point-to-point variationin.the gravitational, surface tension 

and magnetic 9i pres sures ll over the surface of the .liquid sample is required. 

Consider a liquid-metal sample levitated in an alternating magnetic 

field with a .field distribution such.that the metal assumes a completely 

spherical shape. It is assumed that the skin depth is much less .thanthe 

sphere radius. Under these' conditions l accordingto Colgate et al. 29] 

D!a mean hydrostatic pressure B2 /2~0 is exerted normal to the metal surface." 

The gravitational, surface tension, and magnetic pressures exerted on the 

liquid metal at the lowest point of the sphere are 

P = gh{p-p ) 
g , 0 

p = 
s 

P = m 

2" 
It 

B2 _ 
bottom 

In the absence of electromagnetic forces, the radius of the sphere 

when the gravitational and surface tension pressures are approximately 

equal to each other is given by the formula 

R2= L 
pg 

(50) 

(51 ) 

(52) 

(53 ) 

In the absence of surface-tension 'forces, the radius of the sphere when the 

gravitational and magnetic pres sures approximately balance each other is 

calculated below with the as sumption that there is only a small field at the top 
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of the sphere, 

(49) 

. where P is the metal density, Po is the density of the external dielectric 

mediura, y is the ,surface tension, B is th,e rms Hlagnetic-field strength, 

and g is the gravitational constant (approximately 980 cm/sec
Z

. In vacuums, 

Po = O. In these approximations, the height of the liqui::!-i ... netal column is 

chos en to be equal to 2 R. 

The values of the surface tensions of the liquid elerrlents at their re-

spective melting points is given in Chart 14. rhe data have been obtained 

from the Handbook of Chemistry an-t Physics, 30 dandbook of Chemistry, 31 

22 32 
Metals Reference Book, recent references in Chernical Abstract, i\.1ayer, 

Taylor, 33 or from the empirical formula of Strauss, 34, 35 with heat of vapori

zation data obtained frorrl Brewer. 36 

Chart 15 summarizes the values of the radii calculated frorrl Eqs. (52) 

and (53). The top number in each element box corresponds to Eq. (52), where-

as the bottom one is calculated fromEq. (53) with a value of 1 kG assurrled 

for the field strength. The density used in these calculations is that for the 

solid metal elements at 200~, a.value from 2% to 15% higher than the actual 

density of the liquid metals at their respective rrlelting points. No great 

accuracy is claimed for the figures given in' Chart 15. The numbers semi-

quantitatively indicate how the metals differ from each other. 

Unfortunately, these calculations are naive and rna.y not ~ven corne 

dos e to predicting the. true amount of a particular metal that can be levitatel 

in the li-quid state. The flaw in the arguments given above is that. to deter-

mine the stability of the levitated metal system,' both the static and .dynamic 

aspects rnust be considered. Static stability is concerned with the production 
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of restoring forces and corresponds to the above cons.iderations, for which 

the gravitational, surface tension, and electromagnetic forces are balanced, 

Dynamic stability is concerned with the oscillations that are set up in the 

system as a result of these restoring forces , If these oscillations are damped, 

then the system is dynamically stable, If they are divergent, then the system 

is dynamically unstable, Dynamic instability may occur with either static 

stability or static instability, 

If the levitated metal is dynamically unstable, the existence of this 

condition can be noticed almost immediately; the metal may separate into 

smaller liquid drops, oscillate violently, or fly apart, This condition should 

not be confused with the effects mentioned in Sec, IlL B, where, as the metal 

gradually increases in temperature, the force decreases until the metal no 

"longer can be sustained by the field" 
29 According to Colgate, "the presence 

of appreciable surface tension may be expected to inhibit the growth of in-

.stabilities, especially those having short wavelengths. Ii This fact explains 

. why stable levitation of liquid-metal samples of moderate size can be achieved, 

The exact criteria for dynamic stability;, of a levitat~d system,yin-

volving factors such as. the metal size and shape, skin depth, magnetic-field 

distribution and intensity, density, and surface tension, have not yet been 

explicitly stated, The calculation of these criteria will involve many of the 

techniques now used to determine the stability of high-energy plasmas in con-

troUed-nuclear-fusion research, The analogy between the two physical 

problems is quite.close, It can even be speculated.that some of the techniques 

used to stabilize and confine gaseous plasmas, such as the application of a 

static magnetic field in a suitable direction, may be applicable to metal levi-

tation, ···The pas sibility of such ·an approach awaits further calculations, 
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Even without considerations of dynamic stability, it can be concluded 

that levitation will probably not be widely applicable to the .fall-scale com

mercial production of pure metals. A possible exception which appears at 

present is the development of statically and dynamically stable levitation 

techniques for large·<plane,.metal sheets, long rods, or other systems designed 

to minimize the hydrostatic head of metal that needs .to ;be balanced by the elec

tromagnetic field. 

V. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

A. Improved Induction Heaters 

In previous chapters it has been shown that separate control of both 

the frequency and magnitude of the sinusoidally alternating magnetic field is 

very desirable for laboratory-scale levitation work. Unfortunately, no com

mercial induction heater exists that can be either continuously or decade 

tuned over a frequency range .that spans even·two orders of magnitude, such 

as.500 cps to 50 kc/ sec. The usual induction heating .devices are (a) line 

frequency heaters. for large metal pieces, (b) motor generators, which com

monly operate in the ito 1Okc/sec range, or (c) electron-tube oscillators, 

which generally operate at fixed frequencies such as 100 kc/sec; 450 kc/sec, 

or higher into the rf range. At best, the frequency tuning range for any of 

these . devices ,is limited. 

This situation.is unfortunate, since there is an optimum frequency 

for the levitation of a given metal sample, depending not only on its size, 

shape, but also on its resistivity at the desired operating temperature. This 

point has been illustrated for solid-metal spheres of 1-cm radius in Charts 6 

and 12. If too high a frequency is used, simplicity, low cost, and power are 

sacrificed .. The coil losses at high frequencies are very large, although 

Litz wire can occasionally be used to minimize them. 
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In Chart 12, it is shown that the highest frequency needed to levitate 

a 1:'cm-radius liquid sample of mo.st metals is 60 kc/sec ... For m.any of the 

common m.etals, frequencies as low as 20 kc/sec are very satisfactory .. Thus , 

there is no real advantage to levitating .rnetals at 450 kc/sec, as is done by 

the two com.m.ercial levitation·devices, unless (a) small sam.ples are used, 

!b' hO 1: d . d J kO 11, 21 W ° b 26 d h or ~ p 19l powers are eSlre, . en Ins, els erg. an ot ers 

have com.mented on the fact that tem.perature control in vacuum. levitation 

work is generally poor, with the result that the levitatedm.etal sam.ples have 

a tendency to iiburn up. ua These problems can be reduced by operating at 

lower frequencies, . 

. What is the ideal levitation device? From. previous calculations, it 

has been shown that fields as high as several kG are quite desirable if 

they can be conveniently generated over reasonable fieldvolurnes,. although 

a device providing 500 G over a 75 cm 
3 

volum.e is probably m.ore than adequate 

for most laboratory applications, This field can be generated through.the use 

of (a) high current, low voltage, and few-turn air-core coils, (b) low-

current, high-voltage, rnultiturn air.,core coils, or perhaps (c) m.ultiturn 

coils wound Olver magnetic cores. Ferrites or low-loss lam.inated-core 

materials such as Silectron
37 

can be used a,t frequencies as high as 50 kc/sec 

as transformers and perhaps to produce the field distribution directly.44The 

frequency of this device would be adjustable in the range from. at least 500 cps 

to 50 kc/sec, with a decade capacitor bank provided to tune the levitation-

coil inductance, 

In this frequency range, the use of motor generators with variable-

speed control and/or frequency multipliers is m.ost inconvenient. Fortun-

ately, recent advances in high-power solid-state active devices have made 

it possible to construct different and bette,r induction heaters. Sim.pson 38 
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has discussed the use of a transistor inverter as an induction heater. This 

is a switching device capable of converting dc to ac power of the order of 

q,t least several kilowatts. The resulting waveform is a square wave,. the 

fundamental mode ,being .the dominant one in induction heating and levitation. 

It is useful to quote Simpsonon.these points: 

IiFrequenciesas high as .12, kc. have beenreport~.d, and it is pos sible 

that higher frequencies could .be achieved wlth.improved.transistors. 

Power ratings .can be increased by utilizing transistors in series, 

enablinga. higher input voltage .to be used. Even with transistors 

available at pr.esent, an inver~er of se,veral kilowatts at 10 kc and 

300 to 500 volts i~ a pr.actical possibility. Efficiencies of these 

inverters are very high (95 per cent), and the future potentialities 

of combining them with high-efficiency silicon diode dc power 

supplies are very great .. The weight and cost would be low ,. and the 

variable frequency factor of transistor inverters gives them a great 

advantage over rotary equipment ... 

High-frequency power transistors have been.further improved, and 

other efficient switching devices, such as the silicon-controlledrectiiier 

(SCR) and the gate turn-off switch (GTO), have been discovered. Thefirst 

two devices have definite limitations,. the power transistor being inherently 
. , 

a.low-voltage device, a,ndthe SCR being difficult to turn off onr,:::e it has been 

puIs ed into conduction. The gate turn-off switch, the m.ost recently dis-

covered device, shows prom.ise of considerable improvem.ent over the other 

two. It can be turned off and on from. a single gateterm.inal, operates q,t 

. frequencies as high as 100 kc/ sec, nbeds only low-power pulses to turn it 

on or off, .andcan handle rnuchhigher load power for the sam.e current 
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rating since it is inherently a high-voltage device. Its main drawback at 

pres ent is the fact that it is still a low-power device, the largest commercial 

one being rated at7.5 amperes and 500 to.600 volts. Grafham
39 

gives fur

t'her details. 

The day when laboratory-scale induction heating will be revolutionized 

is not far off. Such devices will do much to simplify the application of in

duction heaters to levitation problems. 

Bo Levitation of Dielectric Materials 

Levitation techniques have found their most useful applications in the 

research laboratory, where physicochemical studies of gas -metal reactions, 

vapor plating, sintering, vaporization phenomena, thermodynamics, and 

alloy preparation can be performed relatively easily on small levitated .metal 

specimens. Analogous methods for levitating solid and liquid dielectrics in 

a cusped geometry similar to that used in metal levitation have not been 

found. 

A method for levitating and heating solid dielectrics such as refrac-

tory oxides, nitrides, and carbides, other metal salts, and polymers is . 

achieved by surrounding a light and unreactive metal sphere of high electrical 

conductivity by the dielectric material desired, and then levitating the com

posite sphere a~ outlined in the rest of the paper. This method involves the 

same temperature -control problems as does the levitation of metals. If 

these problems can be met by ~uitable coil design, the use of high~thermal

conductivity gases , or low frequencies, levitation techniques can be applied 

to physicochemical studies of these materials up to their melting, softening, 

or decomposition temperatures. Metal salt-gas reactions studied .by this 

technique may have advantages over other methods. 
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The most suitable metals Jor the core materials are those that are 

easiest to levitate, are unreactive, and have a high melting .point. Beryllium 
.. -" 

meets these conditions • although,.low-melting-point metals such as aluminum. 

magnesiurn. sodium. lithiwn i and potassium may be used for specialized 

applications, A double dielectric coating can be used on these latter metals, 

one to render the metal inactive~ andthe other the one to be studied. A 

molten electrolyte rnay remain on the surface of the suspended sphere as a 

consequence of its surface ,tension and adhesion p:roperties. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

10 Levitation melting techniques may not have widespread commerCial 

application due both to the difficulties in scaling up the magnetic fields 

to levitate larger samples and to pos sible dynamic-instability problems. 

They have primary applicability in the research laboratory, where they 

can be used for a variety of metallurgical problems and physi.cochemical 

studies. 

2. A possible exception to item 1 is the use of levitation heating or melting 

of large plane sheets of moderate thickness or long xnetal rods of 

moderate diameter. In this way, larger quantities can.be melted with-
, . 

out increasing the hydrostatiC head of liquid, provided that these con-

figurations are not dynamically unstable. One of the coil configurations 

. . 40 
developed by Fogel may be useful for such applications. 

3. More attention should be given to the improvement of cOnUnerciallevi-

tation equipment for the laboratory through the use of variable fre-

quencies. solid-state circuits, and high-permeability magnetic-core 

materials with .low power losses. The ideal levitation power supply 

would have a, variable frequency control for the range of 500 cps, to 
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50 or 100 kc/sec, a decade capaciter bank, and the capability ef pre-

dueing a square er sine-wave magnetic field up to. perhaps several kile-

3 
gauss ever a75 cm. velume. Gate turn-off· switches seem mest 

premisingfer this applicatien. 

4. An appreach similar to. the ene taken in this paper can be made fer zene 

refining techniques and ether applicatiens ef inductienheating. 

5.· Fer research into. vari~us preblems cennectedwith levitatien--sll:ch as 

the shape of the liquid-metal specimen in the cenfiningmagneticfield, 

the minimum magnetic field needed fer levitatien, new ceil'geemetries, 

and the use of magnetic ceres to. preduce-the magnetic-field distributien--

the most suitable system is that ef liquid sedium surreunded by a min-

eral or silicene eil ef riearly the same density. This minimizes the 

magnitude of the magnetic field and the frequency needed to. study the 

_phenemena. 

6. To. determine whether a given ceil, field strength, and frequency will 

levitate a number ef liquid metals, either liquid mercury er gallium 

,surreunded by a ceolant can'be used to. determine the characteristics efthe 

system. If liquid mercury can be stably levitated, mest other liquid 

metals can be also, previded that adequate temperature centrel is 

maintained. Thissubstituteseasy-to-perferm lew-temperature experi-

ments .fer high-temperature o.nes. 

7. Fer vacuum metallurgy work in which a metal specimen is to. be levi-

tated fer _censiderable time, levitatien techniques can be usedenly with 

difficulty. Beth the ferce en and the temperature ef the levitated metal 

cannet be centrelledwith the pewer-centrel kneb alene. For best re-

suIts, separate contrel ef beth the frequency and the field intensity is 

needed. The pewer abserbed by the liquid metal is minimized by 
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operating at the lowest frequency possible. Gertainmetals, because 

of their high density and electricai resistivity ,are very difficult to 

levitation melt in a vacuum for considerable periods. of time. 

8. If the metallurgical studies can be performedin an inert-atmosphere 

environment, then the composition or pressure of a helium-~rgonrnix

ture can be used.to control the temperature of the liquid-metal speci

men. Stable levitC\.tion of ii.quid metals can be achieved in this manner 

for considerable periods of time. 

9. Levitation techniques can be applied to semiconductors and,insulC\.tors 

at highte:mperatures~ when.their electrica.l resistivities C\.re Ipw. 

·10. A solid dielectric material can be levitated and heC\.ted under controlled 

conditions if it surrounds a light unreactive metal of high electrical 

conductivity and melting point. This technique permits physicochemical 

studies of dielectric materials similar to those performed .for levitated 

metals~ 

11. There is a greater force on a levitated metal sample if the axis of a 

symmetrical levitation coil is horizontal instead of verticaL The power 

is greater .also, 

12. High-frequency rnagnetic .. core materials may have possible application 

to the production of magnetic-field distributions in levitation work. 

13. The criteria for the dynamic stability of a levitated liquid-metal sample 

have yet to be explicitly stated. 

14. Techniques used to stabilize and confine gaseous plasmas may have 

applications. tor;netal levitation. 
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APPENDIX 

, This appendix describes in detail the derivation of the fundamental 

levitati'on equations. Consider a homogeneous body of arbitrary size and 

shape, constant permittivity E, permeability!J., and conductivity ct, sur-

rounded by a nonconducting medium characterized by the free-space per-

mittivity EO and permeability !J.
O

. The fundamental laws of electromagnetic 

theory (iri'rationalizedmks units), which apply to both the body and the 

surrounding medium., are given by Maxwell's equations, 
aB 

Y'X;m - - at 

aD 
Y'XB=J+ at 

Y',··B = 0 

Y' • D = pi , 

(A-i) 

the assumed linear constitutive relationships between the various vector 

quantities within the homogeneous body, 

D = EE 

(A-2) 

J = aE,' 

and the rigorously linear constitl,.l,tivel relationships between the various 

vector quantities in the 'surrounding nonconducting medium, 

D = E E 
- 0- (A-3) 

The electric and magnetic fields are now assumed to be steady-state 

sinusoidally alternating fields. In spherical coordinates, the fields are of 

the form 

-~ = VI (r, e, <\»cos [wt - a(r, e, <\>)] (A-4) 
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... 
where it is noticed that both the peak aITlplitude VI and phase a of the 

vector field ITlay vary froITl point to point. This sOITlewhat awkwardrepre-

sentation for the field can be siITlplified by the use of the cOITlplex exponential 

J'(wt-a) . . 
e , whose tiITle derivative is 

a" j(wt-a) . j(wt-a) TIe = J~ , 

where j = <_1)1/2 

w = radian frequency 

t = tiITle .. 

Thus, 

,-I 

For siITlplicity of terITlinology, the Re syITlbol is oITlitted and V is sirn-

plified to 

- jwt :! = V(r, e, <I»e , (A-5) 

where 

V(r,e,<I» =VI (r,e,<I»e-a.(r,e,<I». (A-6) 

SiITlilarly, 

. l -a(r e ,1,.) J'wt] . J"wt pI = Re pI (r, e, <I»e "'I' e = p(r,e, <I»e . (A-7) 

41 
For further discussions of these points, Adler, Chu,. and Fano or Moon 

42 
and Spencer should be consulted . 

. Equations (A-i) siITlplify to 

- -'VXE = - jw fJ.H 

- - -'VXH = J +jwEE 

-+ 
(A-B) 

'V·B=O 

-+ 
'V·D=p, 

as do the constitutive relationships for the hOITlogeneous body l Eq. (A- 2)] , 
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- --D = EE 

- -B = fJ.H (A-9) - -J= aE 

and the constlhitive relationships for the surrounding medium L Eq .. {A-3)J, 

- -D - E E - 0 

(A-10) 

If it is assumed that no free charges exist either inside or outside the body, 

p = 0 and the above equations reduce to the vector Helmholtz equations for 

a homogeneous body, 

2- 2 . ...... 
'VE + {w E fJ. - JW fJ. <iT)E = 0 

2- 2 ...... 
'V B + (w E fJ. - jw fJ. a)B = 0 

2- 2' -
'V D + (w E fJ. - j w fJ. a)D = Q 

2- 2 -'V H + (w E fJ. - jw fJ.a)H = 0 

2- 2 I -'V .J + {w E fJ. - jw fJ. a)J = 0 

and for the surrounding nonconducti!lg;medium, 

2- 2 :-
'V.E + W E OfJ.OE = 0 

2- 2 '-'V .B + W E 0 fJ. 0 B = 0 

2- 2 -
'VD + W E OfJ.OD = 0 

2- 2 :-
'V H +w E 0 f1:,O H = 0 , 

where advantage has been taken of the vector identity, 

-I> - 2-'VX'VXV = 'V ('V. V) -'V V . 

(A-11) 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 

In order to solve these equations, it is useful to define a.vector po-

tential, A, 

B= 'VXA -p§ . 
.!f = - : lit ' (A-14) 
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where it is assumedthat 'VV =0. A will also vary sinusoidally, as in 

-jwt 
A = Ae , (A-15) 

so that - -E =- jwA (A,.. 16) 

and 

2- 2 -'V A + (w €I! - Jw fJ.a ) A = 0 . (A-17) 

For metals, a is so high that for any ordinary fr.equency· 
.. 2 

jWfJ.a> >W fJ.E • (A-1S) 

Thus, Eq .. (A-17) reduces to 

2-, -'V A = JWfJ.a A , (A-19) 

which is the basic relationship used to derive the levitation equations. 

Consider now a metal sphere of a, fJ., andR placed in a sinusoidal 

alternatingz-directed magnetic field, 

or 

.B 

-+ 

J'wt= Be e z ' cylindrical coordinates 

B = l B cos e e ,.,.,.. rt~ 

-] jwt -B sine ee e spherical coordinates. 

(A- 20) 

(A- 21) 

From Eq. (A-14), the vector potential for this z-directed magnetic field is 

1 jwt -= -2' Br sine e e cp' (A- 22) 

The fact that the vector potential has a cp component only simplifies the 

mathematics considerably and.is the main reason for introducing it rather 

then solving Eq. (A-1l) for B directly, The left-hand side of (A-19) now 

becomes 

z , 2e 
r Sln 



. ~. 

where 2-
'ile =-

<I> 

1 
2 ° 2£1 

r Sln () 

2 
'il A -.. <I> 
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·Therefore 

(A-23) 

or, by expansion of 

aA<I> 1 --ar ) + ""'2........-'-
r sine 

a a:; A<I> 0_ B1J(sine )- 2 ° 2- JWfJ.(] A", - 00 
r Sln e '" 

(A- 24) 

If the substitution u = cose is made, Eq. (A-24) becomes 

. 1/2 
1 a 2 aA", (1- 2.) _ (r __ "'_) + u 

-Za r a r· ~-2T--· -

22 1/2 
a l1-u) ..!}cp] _ JO

WlII"1" A = 0 2 . rV <I> . 
r r au 

(A- 25) 

The solution toEq.(A- 25) is of the form, 

-1/2 
A<I> = r Re. (A- 26) 

Substituting into the equation, multiplying by r2, . and dividing by A<I>' gives 

2 2 .~ 
r a R r o a R 1~ ° 2 
-R -=--z- + - -.- - of. -"J WfJ.(] r --ar R ar <± . 

2 1/2 
(1-u ) 

e 
2 2 1/2 

a l (1-u) e ] 
.. 2 
au 

(A- 27) 

By setting both sides equal to n(n+1) and expanding the derivatives, the 

equations become 

2 d
2

e de en 
(1-u ) n _ 2u _n_ - --2 + n(n+1)e = 0 

du2 . du 1':'u n 
(A- 28) 

(A-29) 
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Equation (A- 28)is.the.diffex.entiaLequationfor as sociated Legendre func

tions 17 whereas Eq.(A-29) is the differential equation for modified B,essel 

functions. 17 . The final solution for the interior region of the metal sphere is 

(A-30) 

If n is an integer, I _ (n+ 1/2) can be used in place of Kn+ 1/2 . 

In the region outside'the metal sphere where the conductivity of the 

medium is zero, the vector equation analogous to Eq.(A-19) is 

2- 2 -
'\7 A + W E OflOA = 0 , (A- 31) 

which, when expanded and the substitutionu= cos(J made, becomes identical 

2 
to Eqo (A- 25) with the exception that - jWflO" is replaced by W E OflO' Con-

sequently, the solution is the same form as Eq. (A- 26), 

-1/2 AI = r R";::) <j> 0, (A-32) 

where Eq. (A- 28) again ,applies. 
2 

With the substitution of W E OflO for 

-jw flO" into Eq. (A-29), it becomes the differential equation for Bessel 

functions. 17 The final solution ,for the nonconducting region exterior to the 

metal sphere is 

- 1/2 1'" 1 . 2 1/2 
AI = r l A I P (u)+ B,i Q '(u) Jl C"J (w E fl) . r 

<j> n n n n' n n+ 1/2 0 0 

D"J (2 )1/2] (A 33) + n -(n+1/2) W EOflO r . , -

At ordinary frequencies, (w
2 

E OflO) 1/2 is a very small number, i. e., it is 

• .' -1 6 
equal to only 0.0033 meter when w = 10 rad/sec. Consequently, for the 

nonconducting exterior region, it is a very good approximation to remove the 

term - jWflO" A from Eq. (A-27) and solve the remaining equation. The 
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solution now takes the forrn· 

A ' - R'Q <1>""'.:. o. (A-34) 

Again, the value of e can be obtained from Eq.(A-28), which remains 
n 

unchanged .. Equation (A- 29) becomes 

dR' 
d (2 n) (1)' err r dr - n n+ Rn = 0 , (A-35) 

which has a solution 

R' = C' rP- + D' r- n - 1 
n n n (A- 36) 

Thus, the simplified solution for the nonconducting region is 

. l 1 1] l n -n-1 ] A~ ~A.uP .(cos e) + B' Q (cos e )C'r + D' r . 
't' nn . nn . n n 

(A- 37) 

where u= cos e. 1 
By use of the definition of P 1(cOS e), 

1 2 1/2 . 
Pi (cos e) = (i-cos e) = slne .(A- 38) 

and comparison of Eqs . (A- 22) and (A- 37), it is seen that, for the present 

system, n= 1 andBi = O. 

The solutions (A-30) and (A-37) are subject to four boundary condi-

tions, which determine the values of the unknown constants: 

1. Outside the metal sphere, the vector potential due to the eddy 

currents must vanish at infinity 

AU = ! Br sine 
<I> . 2 at r = GO • (A-39) 

2. Inside the metal sphere, the eddy-current-vector potential must 

remain finite at the center 

A<I> :: finite at r = O. 
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3. Across the phas.e boundary, the vector potential must be continuous· 

- --A = A' at r = R. (A-41) 

, 4. Across the phase boundary, the tangential component of H,. the 

magnetic-field intensity, 'must be continuous 

From the first boundary condition, 

1 
A' C' = -lB, 1 1 

and from the second, 

Equations (A-30) and (A-37) simplify to 

A<j> = ~BCr -1/2sin8 1
3

/
l 

(jw iJ.0") 1/lr 

A~ = ~ Brsin 8 + Di r-
l

sin8 

(A-4l) 

(A-43) 

(A-44) 

(A-45) 

(A-46) 

where, C = C
1
/Ci. By comparison of Eqs. (A~l2) and (A-46), it is seen 

that Eq. (A-46) can be written, 

A' = {vector potential due to the} {vector potential due to} 
<j> z -directed magnetic field + the eddy currents 

(A-47) 

= + An <j> , 

where 

(A-48) 

which is a fundamental result for levitation theory. '\ 

. 17 
From page 270 or Smythe, the vector potential for a. very small 

circular loop of radius R is given by 

Msin8 -
2 e<j>' 

41fr 
(A-49) 

... 
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where M"the magnetic moment of the loop, is 

2 
M = TTR I . (A-50) 

Thus, the,e.ddy-currentfield of a metal sphere is like that of a small magnetic 

"wt 
dipole loop of radius, R carrying a current IeJ , where 

(A-51) 

All that is neces sary now isto determine the constant Dr from the re

maining two boundary conditions (A-41) and JA-42), 

or 

1 BR3 Di _ i.BCR3/2I = 1 BCR3/ 2 [ ,-1] "2 + 1 - 2 3/2 2 I_ 1/ 2 -v 11/ 2 

BR3 _ Dr = i.BCR3/2 jJ.O l 1 I 1 3/2 
1 2 T "2 13/ 2+ vI 3/2 ] =2 BCR 

+:{ ~~ l (v+v -1)11/ Z -I -1/zl 

where 13/2,11/2,1_1/2' and v are Smythe's shorthand notations 

v = (jwjJ.U) 1/2R 

2 1/2 1 " 
13/ 2 = 13/ 2 (v) =( TTV) [ cosh v - v smhv] 

" 2 1/2 
1_

1
/ 2 = I _1/2{v) = (TTY) cosh v. 

(A-52) 

'(A~53) 

(A-54) 

,(A,.. 55) 

,(A-56) 



The solutions for C and' Di are 

C= 

Dr = 
1 
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(A-57) 

In order to simplify C and'Di in Eqs . (A- 57), the following hyperbolic, 

trigonometric, and modified Bessel function identities are ~eeded: 

v = (jw!-La) 1/2R = (1+j)x 

'le 
v = (A-58) 

1/2 
x = (~) R; 

sinh( 1 ± j)x = sinhx cosx ± j coshx sinx 

cosh(1 ± j)x = coshx cosx ± j sinhx sinx 

h 2 "h2 1 cos x - Sln x = 
(A- 59) 

sin2x = 2 sirix cosx 

sinh2x = 2 sinhx coshx 

sinh 2x + sin 2x = ~ (cosh2x - cos 2x); , 

1 --.,...-r.<- (sinh2x + j sin2x) 
21/2 

* 1 1/ 2 1_ 1/ 2 = 

lTX 

11/2 (sinh2x - j sin2x) 
lTX 2 

(A-60 continued) 

~, •. : 

." . 



-, 
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* 2 1/2 2 2 
x) 11/ 2 1 1/ 2 = -- (sinh x + sin 'TrX 

>:< 2 1/2 . 2 
° 2 ) (A-60) I I = (cosh x .;. Sln x 

-1/2 -1/2 'TrX 

R 

1 rl3/2 (v) 13/ 2 (V*) dr =' 2~ f.i(] t v*l~ 1/211/2+VI_1/2</2 - 2 11/ 2 1~(/2] 
o . 

x{sinh2x + si~2x) - 2{sinh
2

x + sin
2

x) .... {A~61) 
= . 3/'2. 

(Wf.i(]) 'TrR 

h h ° k* d h 1 . d 'V (O .) 1/2 were t e astens enotes t e comp ex conjugate an v = JW f.i(] r 

From the definition of the dimensionles s parameter x giveninEq. (A- 58), 

it is evident that x is the ratio of the radius of the metal sphere to the skin 

depth 

This dimensionless group is of fundamental importance not only to levitation 

melting but to the entire area of induction heating. 

For nonferrous metals, f.i = f.iO' and .Eq.(A-57) becomes 

3 sinh2x - sin2x 
= 1 - 4x ° h 2 ° 2 

Sln x + Sln x 

For ferrous metals, f.i > > f.iO and 

2 -

1 _ 3 v coshv - sinhv 
2 ° h v Sln v 

= G{x) . (A .. 62) . . 
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2 
1£ f.J.»f.J.Ov 

z 2. 

vi -1/2 - 11/ 2 

3 11

0 . h2 . 2 
..... Sln· x + Sln x 

= 2 --f.J. sinh2x - sin2x 

(A-64) 

The calculation of the force on the metal sphere follows the plan first 

suggested by R. C. Mason19 and also the derivation for an analogous problem, 

a dielectric sphere in an inhomogenous field, given by Abraham and 

Becker.
43 

The simplification applied is stated in,Sec. II.B in the main body 

of the paper. The force is given by the simple formula 

- - -F = (M' \7) B . (A-65) 

By substitution of Eq. (A-62), this equation becomes, for nonferrous metals, 

- -G(x) (B' \7) B, (A-66) 

- - -where it is noted that the vectors M = M n andB point in the same direction. 

For ferrous metals, Eq. (A-64) substituted into Eq. (A-65) leads to 

_ 41TR3 _ _ 
F = (B . \7) B . 

f.J. O 
(A-67) 

- -Since the term (B' t') B is negative and since 

-F = + (repulsive force) (A-68) -F = -(attractive force), 

the forces in Eqs. (A-66) and (A-67) are repulsive and attractive respectively 

for nonferrous and ferrous spheres located near a loop of wire carrying an 

alternating current of low frequency .. Equation (A-67) also indicates that, 

for low frequencies. the attractive force between the ferrous -metal sphere 

and the current loop is independent of the parameter x, which is a function of 

the frequency and the, metal radius, conductivity, and permeability. 
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Since a repulsive force is needed for levitation, calculations need be 

made for nonpermeable inaterialsonly. Thesecaltulatiolls obviously also 

.hold .for permeable metals above their Curie points . 

. The power absorbed by the Ifetal sphere is given by the formulas 

1 1 
R Tr 

P = 1 * 1 -- -* 11- -* 2 Z ~.!dV = Z E· J dV = E· J Tr.r sinO dr dO 

V . V . 00· 

From Eqs.(A-9) and (A-16), 
. R Tr 21 r * 2 ' P = TrW IA<j>A<j>r sinO dr dO , 

o 0 

and fromEq. (A-45) 

2 2 
P = TrW aB 

4 

= 
2 2 

'TrW (]B 
3 

'R Tr 

cc*11I3/zI;/zr sin
3e dr de 

(A-69) 

(A-70) 

* The value of the product of C and its complex conjugateC is needed to cal-

culate the power absorbed by the sphere 

CC*-
9 R3 Tr 

= . 3/Z ( . hZ . 2 ) x 2 s ln . x t s ln x 
.1 

(A- 71) 

By substitution into Eq. (A-70) the values of the integral and the product CC* 

given in Eqs.(A-61) and .(A-71),. respectively, the final form for the power 

absorbed by the metal sphere is obtained 

p= 
3TrRB2 

2 
(] 1-10 

[ 
x(sinh2x + sin2x) J = 

2(sinh 2x + sirlx) - J H(x), (A- 72) 
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where 

H(x) = x(sinh2x + sin2x) 

2(sinh2x+ sin 2x ) - 1 

x(sinh2x + sin2x) 
= cosh2x _ cos 2x' - 1 oJ· 

which is againidentical. to the formula for H(x) given by Okress et al. 19 

Equation .(A-7 2) can be rewritten, becoming 

(A-73) 

(A-74) 

To summarize, the key relationships of levitation theory for nonferrous 

metals are given by the equations describing the force on the sphere, the 

power absorbed by it, and the magnitude of the dimensionless group x: 

3 
F = - 2;R(13. '1)13 G(x) 

o 

x= 
1 1/2. 

( ZW!J.O") . R. 

(A-66) 

(A-73) 

(A-58) 

Equations (A=66) and (A-73), the fundamental equations of levitation, 

. show that the properties of the levitated metal sphere have been separated 

from the spatial characteristics of the applied alternating magnetic field, 

Since the frequency has .also been separated, the t,erms B- 13 and (B' 'V)B can 

be obtained from simple magnetostatic calculations 0 It must be emphasized 

that Eqs. (A-66) and .(A-73) are approximations, being most valid for metal 

spheres of small size. 

.!4., 
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NOTATION 

a. Phase .., 
y Surface tension 

·0 
[) Skin depth 

E Permittivity 

EO Permittivity of free space 

e Coordinate direction 

e Specified function of e 

"'1' )..2 Functions dependent on spatial characteristics 

of magnetic field 

f.J. Permeability 

f.J.O Permeability of free space 

v Frequency 

P Density; reduced radial distance 

Po Density of the external dielectric medium 

(1 Electrical conductivity 

T Electrical resistivity 

<I> Coordinate direction 

w Radian frequency 

V' Del operator 

A, B n' C n' D n n 

AI, .Bi, C', D' .. n n n' n 
Integration constants 

Cli , DB C,. D1 n n' 

Ai, Ci' D' 
1 

A Vector potential 

A<I>' A' Ail 
<1>' .. <I> .Vector potential in <I> direction 

B Magnetic induction 

D Electric displacement 



d 

E 

E, E1' Ell 
..... - - -e r' e z' e <j>' ee 
F 

F(x), G(x). H(x) 

g 

H 

h 

I 

1nt1/2,Kn+1/2,11/2' } 

1_1/2,13/2.1_3/2 

J 

I n + 1/ 2 , J _ (n~ 1/2) 

j 

K, Kr KlI 

k, k1' kII 

M 

1l1, n 

-<> 
n 

R 

R' 

r 

t 
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One -half the distance between two coaxial coils 

Electric intensity 

Elliptic integrals of the second kind 

Unit vectors in direction indicated 

Force 

Specified functions of x 

.Gravitational constant 

Magnetic - field intensity 

Height of liquid-ll1etal colull1n 

Current 

Modified Bessel functions 

Electric current density 

Bessel functions 

Elliptic integrals of the first kind 

Elliptic integral ll10duli 

Magnetic dipole ll1Oll1ent 

Undefined powers of R 

Unit norll1al vector 

Power 

As sociated Legendre functions 

Sphere radius; specified function of r 

Specified function or r 

Coil radius 

Coordinate direction 

Till1e 
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u CosB 

s. V Arbitrary vector; scalar potential 

V Function of skin depth, sphere radius, and 
'...fq 

itnaginary nUITlber 

* V Cotnplex conjugate of above quantity 

W Weight 

x . Ratio of skin depth to sphere radius 

y, y!' Yn Reduced axial distances 

z Coordinate direction 
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